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This novel pilot study evaluates the potential associated tools, methods, and concept of 
operations required for a Critical Contingency Extravehicular Activity (CCE) repair of a 3D-
printed in-situ resource utilization (ISRU) Lunar and Martian habitat. With NASA’s current 
2020 Technology Roadmap and Taxonomy for TX06: Human Health, Life Support, and 
Habitation Systems (e.g. Extravehicular Activities, Habitation, Human Factors), TX07: 
Exploration Destination Systems (e.g. ISRU, Maintenance, Repair, Operations, Safety), TX12: 
Materials, Structures, Mechanical Systems, and Manufacturing, and the Centennial 3D-Printed 
Habitat Challenge, this research will provide an initial evaluation of standard repair methods on 
the system’s functional abilities, environmental, and human factors on an potential CCE 
(Miranda, 2019). By evaluating our history, resources, and lessons learned from of our terrestrial 
infrastructures, the Human Exploration and Operations Mission Directorate (HEOMD) can 
direct the space program through a capability-driven approach and address some of NASA’s 
Human Research Program EVA Risks and Lunar & Martian Strategic Knowledge Gaps (Stuster, 
2018). Results showed that all five terrestrial repair methods (RM) were plausible solutions. 
RM2-5 were rated from acceptable to totally acceptable with minor improvements required. 
Only RM1 was rated borderline with improvements warranted. For RM2-5, test subject feedback 
indicated minor improvements in training and ergonomics of tool systems with a spacesuit. 
Additionally, test subjects were in support for future development of these habitat repair 
evaluations with the recommendations for spacesuit human factors consideration.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
In the early days of general manufacturing, several techniques were used to create 
prototypes and concepts from subtractive manufacturing, forming, and casting methods 
(Nadarajah, 2018). Additive manufacturing (AM) is a new process of joining materials to make 
objects from 3D model data, usually layered upon layer or commonly referred to 3D-printing 
today (F42 Committee, 2013). 3D-printing today has been efficient in cost of manufacturing and 
reduction of waste. It also becoming one of the fastest and exponentially growing technologies in 
the world presently (Nadarajah, 2018). In order to best understand these new manufacturing 
technologies that affect the overall mission design and other associated hardware and tools, this 
feasibility study looks at our history, current standards, and lessons learned on how to repair 
today’s concrete and masonry infrastructures and applied towards 3D-printed habitat repair in a 
potential Critical Contingency Extravehicular Activity (CCE) scenario.  
PROBLEM STATEMENT 
As crewed space exploration moves beyond Low Earth Orbit (LEO) to the Moon, Mars, 
and beyond, the logistics, time, and costs of long duration and sustained planetary exploration 
must be better understood. As the space program progresses through more cost efficient designs 
and re-usability in launch services, there is still the issue of transporting the massive and bulky 
materials, supplies, and equipment to those destinations (Purdy, 2018). With the concept of 
ISRU of localized materials at the destination, those issues can risk be mitigated through AM and 
Additive Construction (AC). Though the concept seems simple enough, it is the smaller details 
that become the challenge ranging from material composition, environmental factors at these 
destinations, and the complexity of the hardware and tools needed (Labeaga-Martínez et al., 
2017). Additionally, AM or 3D-printing hardware that would extract water from regolith while 
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preparing the regolith for habitat materials will potentially bridge the gap and maximizing other 
situ resources (Mueller et al., 2019). 
 As we design human missions back to the Moon through the ARTEMIS Program and 
onward to Mars, the habitats need to be effective for long duration and protect the crew from the 
hostile environments. These environments include Solar and Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCRs), 
micrometeorites, extreme thermal variations, human impacts, and more (Labeaga-Martínez et al., 
2017).  
BACKGROUND 
Today, NASA and ESA are supporting efforts in ISRU 3D-printed habitats and we are 
left with a few critical SKGs that need to be addressed. Just like spacecraft, habitats are 
susceptible to impacts and damage from their hostile operating environments: Space Debris, 
Micrometeorites, Human impact (i.e., Space Shuttle Columbia & International Space Station) 
(NASA - Report of Columbia Accident Investigation Board, Volume I, 2003). With NASA’s 
current 2020 Technology Roadmap and Taxonomy for TX06: Human Health, Life Support, and 
Habitation Systems (e.g. Extravehicular Activities, Habitation, Human Factors), TX07: 
Exploration Destination Systems (e.g. ISRU, Maintenance, Repair, Operations, Safety), TX12: 
Materials, Structures, Mechanical Systems, and Manufacturing, and the Centennial 3D-Printed 
Habitat Challenge, this research will provide an initial evaluation of standard repair methods on 
the system’s functional abilities, environmental, and human factors on an potential CCE 
(Miranda, 2019).  
NASA’s 3D Printed Habitat Challenge was put forth to advance habitat architecture 
design through construction technologies and utilizing recent new materials available. These 
materials use recyclable binders with ISRU and represent high performing materials whose 
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applications extend beyond NASA. The challenge has also spurred the development of new 3D-
printing methods and robotic hardware for material delivery, extrusion, and control. It has 
become inherent that autonomous operation of systems and AC technology benefits both earth-
based construction and the robotic planetary precursor missions (Mueller et al., 2019).  
STATEMENT OF RESEARCH 
According to NASA’s Columbia Accident Investigation Board (CAIB) Report, a piece of 
the Space Shuttle Columbia External Tank foam had separated and struck the leading edge of the 
wing and damaged the Thermal Protection System (TPS) that allowed superheated air to 
penetrate and progressively melt the aluminum structure of the left wing, weakening the overall 
structure, and due to aerodynamic forces caused loss of control, failure of the wing, and breakup 
of the Orbiter (NASA - Report of Columbia Accident Investigation Board, Volume I, 2003). In 
NASA’s response to “Return to Flight”, one of the many requirements was the ability to inspect 
and repair future incidents of damage to the Orbiter in flight. Development, operations, materials, 
tools, and procedures were put together to perform Shuttle TPS Repair Kit as needed 
(Parazynski, 2012). In the event of a potential CCE Habitat R&R, a similar philosophy will be 
explored evaluating what those EVA / IVA tools, techniques, technologies, training, and 
concepts of operations will be from our terrestrial infrastructures. 
This novel study investigates the plausible associated tools, methods, and concept of 
operations from our terrestrial infrastructures that are needed for repairing 3D-printed habitats. 
The human space exploration program must understand the current technologies, processes, 
methods, and materials available for 3D-printing. Risk mitigation in advanced technologies early 
in the Design Reference Mission (DRM) involves reduction of the probability of an adverse, 
event(s), reduction of the consequences of the event(s), or both (Drake & Watts, 2014).  
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Specific Aim 1: Determine the concept of operations and logistics for 3D-printed habitat 
repair from terrestrial applications and the qualitative measures of time, difficulty, and 
outcome of the task.  
Specific Aim 2: Determine hardware feasibility for 3D-printed habitat repair from the 
measured difficulty and outcome of the task. 
Specific Aim 3: Determine unknown assessments and evaluations needed for 3D-printed 
habitat repair on terrestrial and extra-terrestrial domains. 
Hypothesis: The consequences of long duration spaceflight and planetary environmental 
factors along with new advanced technologies can be minimized sufficiently to prevent 
the loss of life associated with habitat infrastructure and repairability. 
CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW  
CONVENTIONAL CONCRETE MANUFACTURING AND CONSTRUCTION  
 Modern construction is the process of constructing an infrastructure with a variety of 
materials (e.g. wood, masonry, concrete, steel, composites, etc.) and methods (e.g. framing, 
masonry, poured, pre-formed, etc. (FEMA, 2010). Of the conventional types of infrastructure or 
habitat construction that emulates current materials and methods of AM and AC being studied 
for Lunar and Martian Habitats, the literature review will focus on general construction, causes 
of damage, and standard methods of concrete and masonry repair.  
 CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION 
Concrete is a composite material composed of coarse and fine aggregate bonded together 
with a fluid cement that hardens over time. Aggregate is broad category of medium to coarse 
grained particulate (e.g. sand, gravel, crushed stone; i.e. Lunar and Martian regolith) used in 
construction that adds reinforcement and strength to the overall composite material (Nadarajah, 
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2018). Typically cement is used as a binder to hold the mixture together. Cement is usually an 
inorganic lime or calcium silicate and categorized as either hydraulic or non-hydraulic cement 
(with/out water). Non-hydraulic cement does not set in wet conditions and reacts with carbon 
dioxide in the atmosphere. Hydraulic cement becomes adhesive due to chemical reactions 
between water and the dry ingredients including lime (calcium oxide) and volcanic ash  is a 
lime-based cement or other hydraulic cements (e.g. calcium aluminate cement or Portland 
cement). There are also other non-cementitious types of concrete used with alternate methods of 
binding aggregate together (e.g. asphalt concrete, bitumen binder, and polymer concretes). These 
slurry mixtures are easily poured and molded into various shapes (e.g. bricks, building blocks, 
columns, walls, poured forms, etc.) (US Department of Transportation, 1995).  
MASONRY CONSTRUCTION 
When fine grade aggregate is used, a workable paste is created called mortar and used to 
bind building blocks (e.g. stones, bricks, and concrete masonry units (CMUs)). In general, 
masonry is commonly used for walls and buildings. Various types of  bricks and concrete blocks 
are common types of masonry used in construction provide a wide variety of strengths and 
capabilities (Randall Jr & Panarese, 1976). Today, poured concrete construction is also loosely 
considered in the category of masonry. 
ADVANTAGES OF MASONRY 
• Bricks and stones can increase the thermal mass of a building 
• Majority of masonry is a non-combustible product 
• Masonry walls are more resistant to projectiles 
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DISADVANTAGES OF MASONRY 
• Extreme weather degradation (e.g. thermal expansion and contraction of  freeze-thaw 
cycles) 
• Materials are heavy and must be built upon a strong foundation 
• Loose components in the masonry contribute to low tolerance to oscillation  
STRUCTURAL LIMITATIONS 
• High compressive strength under vertical loads but has low tensile strength (against 
twisting or stretching) unless reinforced (e.g. steel, rebar, thicker walls, etc.) 
COMMON CAUSES OF DAMAGE TO CONCRETE 
 The following common causes of damage to concrete were provided by the U.S. 
Department of the Interior and Bureau of Reclamation for the standard maintenance practices 
and guide to concrete repair. In general, if there is damage to concrete, then it was not durable 
for its service or exposure condition(s). The generalized causes of damage can be divided into 
three categories (von Fay, 2015): 
1. The inability to withstand intended design loadings, such as normal structural loads, or 
unusual loadings caused by flooding or earthquakes (e.g. ground collapse outflow 
channels, collapsed lava tubes, and Mars quakes) 
2. The inability to withstand the physical environment, such as abrasion-erosion, cavitation, 
and freezing and thawing (e.g. Lunar thermal cycles, Martian weather) 
3. The inability to withstand the chemical environment, such as sulfate attack, alkali-




The following list gives additional detail into the more specific types of concrete damage and 
their causes (von Fay, 2015) and (Portland Cement Association, 2002): 
1. Faulty design of the concrete infrastructure 
2. Alkali-aggregate reaction is a chemical reaction which occurs between 
amorphous silica in the aggregate and pore solution (alkalis) of the cement matrix 
that causes increase of concrete volume, cracking and spalling shown in Figure 1 
 
Figure 1. Typical crack pattern with alkali-aggregate reaction. Photo: Federal Highway 
Administration, US Department of Transportation 
3. Freeze/Thaw deterioration caused by cyclic freezing and thawing weather 




Figure 2. Free thaw deterioration. Photo: Portland Cement Association (PCA) 
4. Abrasion-erosion damage to the weather environment shown in Figure 3 
 
Figure 3. Abrasion-erosion from water. Photo: PCA 
5. Cavitation damage due to high velocity flow of water over discontinuities and 
irregularities that cause surface erosion  
6. Corrosion of reinforced steel causes expansion that cracks the concrete and 




Figure 4. Corrosion of reinforcing steel and concrete deterioration. Photo: PCA 
7. Chemical Attacks due to acid exposure contribute to sulfate deterioration is due 
to the softening or decay of the concrete matrix from a sulfate acid attack 
8. Cracking can be further broken down into: 
a. Structural overload and impact due to construction defects may create 
honeycomb and pocket crack or cavities due to poor quality control during 
mixing, under/over-compaction, low cement content, poor construction 




Figure 5. Honeycomb due to mortar failure between aggregates. Photo: PCA 
b. Settlement of supports and foundation shown in Figure 6 
 
Figure 6. Settlement. Photo: PCA 
c. Creep cracks are deformation of structure under sustained loads due to 
long term pressure or stress on concrete 
d. Intrinsic (naturally occurring) when a part or section of concrete is 
subjected to different conditions then the rest of the structure 
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e. Early environmental frost damage is when concrete is exposed to 
extremely low temperatures, the water in it cools below the freezing point 
and transforming into ice resulting in decreased compressive strength 
f. Plastic settlement form cracks above and aligned with steel reinforcement 
due to excessive water in the mixture and/or subsidence around the rebar 
g. Plastic shrinkage are diagonal or random cracks due to excessive early 
evaporation during hot, dry, windy environmental conditions 
h. Physical long-term drying shrinkage are patterned cracks that form from 
excessive heat or temperature gradients 
i. Chemical crazing is a network of fine pattern cracks or random cracking 
on the concrete’s surface due to premature drying shown in Figure 7 
 
Figure 7. Crazing on surface. Photo: PCA 
j. Reinforcement corrosion form cracks above the reinforcement and are 
due to inadequate concrete cover and/or ingress of moisture 
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k. Alkali aggregate reaction are patterned cracks that are parallel to joints 
or edges and are due to reactive aggregate with moisture as shown in 
Figure 8 
 
Figure 8. Map cracking pattern alkali aggregate reaction. Photo: PCA 
l. Carbonation shrinkage occurs when concrete is exposed to air 
containing carbon dioxide and increases the weight. 
m. Thermal 
i. Freeze/thaw spalling show as parallel cracks or cavities to the 
concrete surface and are due to inadequate air entrainment and 
non-durable coarse aggregate, pressure, bond failure, impact loads, 
fire, or weathering 
ii. Scaling is flaking or peeling of a finished hardened concrete 




Figure 9. Freeze thaw scaling. Photo: PCA 
iii. Seasonal temperature cracking are nonstructural cracks due to 
thermal expansion and contraction of concrete  
9. Multiple causes of damage due to any combination of the failures  
COMMON CAUSES OF DAMAGE TO MASONRY 
 Adobe structures are highly prone to collapse during earthquakes causing considerable 
damage. The heavy walls in adobe housing cause a greater resultant force on the building from 
the lateral movement of the ground during an earthquake. In addition, adobe structures lack 
ductility and are consequently very brittle resulting in sudden catastrophic failures under seismic 
loading (Bhattacharya et al., 2014). Common failure modes of adobe structures are highlighted 




Figure 10. Representation of multiple masonry failures. Source: Thomas Redman 
Brick masonry housing is also vulnerable to collapse under seismic loading. Common 
modes of failure for brick masonry buildings are (Bhattacharya et al., 2014): 
1. Shear cracks in walls commonly occur at the corners of openings in wall 
2. Out-of-plane failures where a wall topples due to poor connections between walls and 
roof interfaces 
3. The collapse of walls leads to the disintegration of floors and roofing that can result in 
the total collapse of the building. 
Stone masonry buildings perform poorly in seismic activity due to the low strength of the 
stone and mortar and the lack of adequate wall connections. Common failure modes that occur in 
stone masonry during seismic activity are: 
1. De-lamination: Multi-leaf walls that are insufficiently attached to one another,  
disintegrate, and crack during earthquakes 
2. Toppling can occur out-of-plane in long-span walls 
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3. Shear cracks can develop when in-plane shear resistance of the wall is freed (mobilized), 
and can lead to (from left to right): shear, sliding, rocking, and toe crushing in-plane 
failures as shown in Figure 11. 
 
Figure 11. Representation of masonry shear failures. Source: Thomas Redman 
EVALUATION OF REPAIR METHODS NEEDED 
 Before determining the repair method of concrete or masonry, an evaluation of the type 
of damage and its cause is needed to take appropriate action. As a first step to increase the 
likelihood of a successful repair, it is paramount to use a consistent, systematic approach to 
concrete repair with the following seven basic steps (von Fay, 2015): 
1. Determine the cause(s) of damage 
2. Evaluate the extent of damage 
3. Evaluate the need to repair 
4. Select the repair method(s) 
5. Prepare the concrete for repair 
6. Apply the repair method(s) 
7. Secure and/or cure the repair  
There are several similar repair approaches or systems currently in use. The U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers (USACE), such as the American Concrete Institute (ACI), the Portland 
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Cement Association, the International Concrete Repair Institute, and other private authors have 
also published excellent methodologies for concrete repair (von Fay, 2015). 
 IDENTIFYING FAILURE MODES 
 There are essentially two paths used for identifying the failure modes of concrete 
(Schuller et al., 2012): 
1. Destructive Testing: essentially removing, modifying, or breaking material for analysis 
o Coring samples of the concrete 
o Petrographic analysis through optical properties and microstructural characteristic 
of materials 
o Chloride ion tests that determines the concentration levels 
2. Non-Destructive Testing: no additional changes or alterations are done to the existing 
infrastructure 
o Audio sounding (e.g. hammer) 
o Penetrating Radar 
o Impact echo used to determine the general condition of the concrete at depths 
which cannot be evaluated visual or acoustic impact methods 
o Impulse response 
CONCRETE AND MASONRY REPAIR METHODS  
 The following common standard methods of concrete and masonry repair are listed as 
follows (von Fay, 2015) and (Texas Department of Transportation, 2019): 
1. Remove and Replace (e.g. stones, bricks, tiles, slabs, etc.) 
2. Surface Repair (e.g. stucco, mortar, concrete, etc.) 
3. Pressure Injection (e.g. epoxy or polyurethane) 
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o Potential Concerns: 
 The filler is resisted by water and debris that remains in the crack that 
results in a partial and/or non-structural repair 
 Air moisture and other contaminants are sealed in crack dead ends 
 Potential for additional damage from the pressure 
4. Vacuum injection (e.g. epoxy or polyester with airtight membrane) 
o Improved quality of injection repair: 
 The water, loose debris, and air are removed by vacuum  
 The filler is drawn to the most remote cracks by the vacuum  
 The repair becomes structural and permanent due to strength and full 
penetration of masonry 
5. Shotcrete (sprayed concrete) is concrete or mortar that is moved pneumatically through a 
hose and projected at high velocity onto a surface 
6. Steel reinforcement (e.g. rebar) 
7. Grout epoxy injection 
8. Re-pointing (removing and replacing mortar between bricks) 
9. External reinforcement (e.g. mesh, rebar, etc.) 
10. Seismic wallpaper or fiber-reinforced polymer reinforcement 
11. Confinement (i.e. wall confinement with concrete) 
12. Mesh (steel or polymer) reinforcement (Bhattacharya et al., 2014) 
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MODERN ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING AND CONSTRUCTION 
Additive Manufacturing processes come in categories that include several technologies 
that can produce similar objects rapidly such as Rapid Prototyping (RP), Direct Digital 
Manufacturing (DDM), Layered Manufacturing (LM) and 3D printing (Nadarajah, 2018). 
RAPID PROTOTYPING (RP) 
Rapid prototyping is a technique on producing a scale prototype often iterative, form, fit, 
functional testing, or combination of a physical part or assembly using three-dimensional 
computer aided design (CAD) data. The typical method of construction of the CAD model is 
usually done using additive layer manufacturing technology. RP allows an effective way to 
create experimental and/or conceptual models typically from thermoplastic and other plastic 
materials in a short period of time. Of the types of RP, it is the less expensive methods 
(Nadarajah, 2018). 
DIRECT DIGITAL MANUFACTURING (DDM) 
Direct Digital Manufacturing is process of producing 3D objects directly from  a CAD 
file for a final product and eliminating the prototype. This method can be rapidly produced on a 
large  scale saving in time lag between design and production. Metals and alloys are typically 
used in DDM production (Nadarajah, 2018). 
LAYERED MANUFACTURING (LM) 
Layered Manufacturing is a newer and more modern AM technique with a similar 
process to RP and DDM. It too produces products by laying down material in successive layers. 
This technique can use a wide range of materials to build complex products rapidly and in less 
time (Nadarajah, 2018). 
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ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING (AM): 3D PRINTING TECHNOLOGIES 
Three-Dimensional Printing (3DP) is an automated AM process in which three 
dimensional (3D) objects are created by deposition of using a print head, nozzle, or another 
printing technology. The process starts with the creation of a 3D model using Computer Aided 
Design (CAD) software to create a 3D model that is sent to the 3D printer as a Stereolithography 
Language (STL) file (F42 Committee, 2013). The 3D printer will take the model break it down 
into layers that can be successively layered on top of each other to form the object. The 
technology has been used in a wide array of applications such as in the medical industry (i.e. 
bone and joint transplants, anatomical models, 3DP bioprinting of scaffolds for research and 
analysis), aerospace components (i.e. rocket nozzles), habitats, rapid prototyping, and many 
more. There are many varieties of materials that can be used in the manufacturing process such 
as: plastics, carbon fiber, metals, food ingredients, organic and biological materials, wax, sand, 
ceramics, concrete, etc.  
There are various 3D printing technologies and some best suit for the different 
environmental conditions (i.e. humidity). Below is a short description on current 3D printing 
technologies that could be potentially used in AM for operations and science, and Additive 
Construction (AC) in the sections below: 
STEREOLITHOGRAPHY (SLA) 
A Stereolithography apparatus (SLA) consists of four main parts: a vat filled with liquid 
plastic (photopolymer), a perforated platform that lowers into a tank, an ultraviolet (UV) laser, 
and a computer that controls the laser. Like all 3D printing techniques, a CAD model file is 
converted to Standard Tessellation Language (STL) file that is used in the 3D printing machines. 
The 3D printers take the model and initiate a step in the SLA process that starts with a thin layer 
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of photopolymer and extruded on the perforated platform at a specified thickness. Once 
extruded, the photopolymer on the platform is exposed to UV and cures (hardens) the 
photopolymer instantly forming first layer of the 3D-printed object (Nadarajah, 2018). This 
process is also known as vat photopolymerization as shown in Figure 12 and Figure 13 (F42 
Committee, 2013). 
 
Figure 12. Representation of 3D Photopolymerization (SLA). Image: All3DP 
 
Figure 13. SLA extraction process from VAT. Photo: 3dnatives 
DIGITAL LIGHT PROCESSING (DLP) 
Digital Light Processing (DLP) is like SLA, but faster, prints in higher resolution, and 
uses digital micro mirrors configured in a matrix on a semiconductor chip. Each of the mirror is 
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representative of a pixel in the displayed image. The 3D model is sent to the printer and then a 
vat of liquid polymer is exposed to light from the projector. The projector displays the 3D model 
in the polymer and gets harden from the projector as the build plate repeatedly moves down. 
Once complete, the vat is drained and the hardened model is left in its place (Nadarajah, 2018). 
FUSED DEPOSITION MODELLING (FDM) 
A 3D model file is sent to the 3D printer and melts plastic thread like filament through a 
heated nozzle. It lays the melted filament on top of each other as the platform bed is lowered. 
The plastic hardens rapidly as soon as it is placed on the build platform. As it is laid on the bed, 
the plastic rapidly cools and hardens into solid layers as shown in Figure 14 and Figure 15. This 
is the most common and affordable type of consumer 3D printer on the market (Nadarajah, 
2018). The size and capability of FDM 3D printers has dramatically increased and have also 
become efficient and user-friendly. Additional materials have been added to this method 
including biodegradable, steel, concrete, etc. (Nadarajah, 2018). 
 




Figure 15. Representation of FDM Method. Photo: AMFG 
SELECTIVE LASER SINTERING (SLS) & MELTING (SLM) 
Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) is an AM method used laser to bind powder or wire fed 
materials such plastics and metals and dispersed in thin layers. Once the 3D model is loaded into 
the printer, the laser heats the powder or filament either to just below its boiling point (SLS) or 
above its boiling point (SLM), which fuses the particles in the powder or filament to form a solid 
layer on the platform or midair as shown in Figure 16, Figure 17, and Figure 18 (Nadarajah, 
2018). 
 




Figure 17. Stargate SLS 3D-Printer for Rocket Components. Photo: Relativity 
 
Figure 18. Stargate SLS 3D-Printer for Rocket Components. Photo: Relativity 
ELECTRON BEAM MELTING (EBM) 
Electron Beam Melting (EBM) is very similar to SLS and SLM as it uses powder from 
the 3D printer’s build platform. Instead, a high energy beam consisting of electrons is used to 
solidify electrically conductive metals and are stacked on top of each other until the object is 
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created as shown in Figure 19 and Figure 20. Because of these exotic types of metals, the process  
can be quite costly (Nadarajah, 2018). 
 
Figure 19. Representation of Electron Beam Melting Method. Photo: All3DP 
 
Figure 20. 3D-printed Implants Using Arcam Machine . Photo: ARCAM 
SAND PRINTING 
Sand Printing is a newer and promising 3D printing method that is economical and 
effective in various industries from automobile parts production to molds and sculptures making. 
Sand printing consists of sand, binders, and adhesives that are formed by successive layer 
deposition of sand and binders. Again the process is similar to SLS, SLM and EBM, but does not 
involve heat in the process. This method is typically used to create molds for metal parts as 




Figure 21. Representation of Sand Printing Method. Photo: All3DP 
 
Figure 22. 3D-printed Sand Casting. Photo: Lodestar 
 
Figure 23. 3D-printed Sand Mold. Photographer: Ma Xije 
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BINDER JETTING (SAND, SILICA, CERAMIC, METAL POWDER) 
Binder Jetting is a 3D printing process where a liquid binder selectively binds regions of 
a powder bed. Binder Jetting is a similar to SLS, but instead of using a laser to sinter powder, 
Binder Jetting moves a print head over the powder surface depositing small binder droplets. The 
droplets bind the powder particles together to produce each layer of the object. Once a layer has 
been printed, the powder bed is lowered, and a new layer of powder is spread over the recently 
printed layer. This process is repeated until a complete object is formed and then left in the 
powder to cure and strengthen. Finally, the object is removed from the powder bed as shown in 
Figure 24 (ALL3DP, 2020). 
 
Figure 24. Representation of 3D Printing Method. Photo: All3DP 
POWDER BED FUSION (PBF)  
Powder Bed Fusion is a 3D printing process where a thermal energy source induces 
fusion between powder particles to create a solid object. Some of the PBF devices use a 
mechanism for applying and smoothing powder simultaneous to an object being fabricated, and 





Figure 25. Representation of 3D Printing Method. Photo: All3DP 
CONCRETE 3D PRINTING (3DPC) 
A 3D printing concrete (3DPC) system works like a desktop printer with a printing 
nozzle to disperse concrete as a medium to lay down the building’s structural elements. A low 
slump concrete was used and presented at a conference with NASA researchers who were 
developing technology to build on the moon and Mars (Nadarajah, 2018). The steps for 3D-
printing an object with concrete are:  
• Preparation of data created in a CAD program and then sliced into layers using slicing 
software 
• Preparation of the desired concrete mix in either batch or continuous mixture 
• And finally fed (pumped) through a nozzle and printing the object.  
Through this process, the workability of concrete becomes crucial in the extrudability and 
buildability of concrete structures. Some of these 3DPC examples are shown in Figure 26 




Figure 26. Examples of 3DPC Manufactured Components. Photo: Buswell 
When compared to conventional construction processes, the application of 3DPC offers 
excellent advantages in the following (Nematollahi et al., 2017): 
1. Reduction of construction costs (e.g. formwork eliminated) 
2. Reduction of injury rates by eliminating dangerous jobs (e.g. working at heights, less 
overhead, EVAs) 
3. Creation of high-end-technology-based jobs (e.g. job transition, more astronauts) 
4. Reduction of on-site construction time (e.g. capable of 24-hour day work schedules) 
5. Minimizing errors by high precision material deposition (e.g. less error equals less costs) 
6. Increasing sustainability in construction (e.g. reducing material waste) 
7. Architectural freedom that allows sophisticated designs for structural and aesthetic 
purposes (e.g. innovation and crew morale) 
Horizontally printed shell 
and fill application.  
In-Situ wall vertically 
printed.  
Solid geometry vertically 
printed component. 
Vertically printed panel 
component. 
Horizontal component. Vertically printed in-situ 
walls and columns. 
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8. Enabling multifunctionality for structural elements with complex geometry (e.g. 
honeycomb structures, etc.) 
As the 3DPC concept grows around the world, improvements will be needed. In order to 
make 3DPC a viable manufacturing standard practice, the following key variables of 3DPC need 
improvement in order to successfully 3D print concrete structures (Tarhan & Remzi, 2019): 
• Extrudability: Extrusion process of concrete to pass through a pump, transmission 
plumbing, and extrusion nozzle without any change in its physical properties  
• Buildability: The ability of the underlying concrete layer to harden and support the other 
layers before the next layer is placed on the printed layer 
• Workability: The quality of the properties of the fresh concrete after being poured, 
remain intact, can be extruded, and does not collapse under a load of successive layers 
• Contact strength between layers: As the concrete is layered on top of each other, the 
interfacial adherence must be strong in order to obtain a solid structure.  
• Aggregates: The type and size of aggregate used in the concrete mixture influence the 
load-bearing capacity of the structure 
• Water-cement ratio: The water-cement ratios use of the minimum amount of water with 
superplasticizers is important for better adhesion of concrete.  
Of the listed major types of AM, Material Extrusion (ME), PBF, and a form of SLS/SLM 
are currently the best plausible and tested methods for use on planetary terrestrial bodies (internal 
and external to the habitat). PBF, SLS, and SLM would use a focused energy that heats up a 
layer of regolith to melt, fuse, or sinter the material together. In the planetary environments 
discussed in this paper, Lunar or Martian regolith can be used itself with little to no modification. 
The other method of AM with great potential is ME, which consists of a gantry mounted nozzle 
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that extrudes material to create each layer. Today, 3DPC homes are manufactured in a similar 
gantry configuration researched in NASA’s 3D-Printed Habitat Challenge. It has the capability 
to use most binder materials that are softened when heated or any fluid material that cures or 
hardens over time (e.g. concrete). One of the researched binder materials in the challenge for ME 
manufacturing on Mars is polyethylene (PE) in either form of high-density polyethylene (HDPE) 
or low-density polyethylene (LDPE). PE can be produced from the carbon dioxide in the Martian 
atmosphere and used with the Martian regolith. The following table summarizes the majority of 
AM methods, materials/state, techniques, phase change, and applications in Table 1, Table 2, and 
Table 3. (Abdulhameed et al., 2019).
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COMMON CAUSES OF MANUFACTURING ISSUES WITH 3D-PRINTING 
AM technology has still not matured enough and needs further investigation. Though, 
the advanced technological development is moving upward at an exponential rate. The limits 
on size, anisotropic mechanical properties, overhang surfaces, high costs, low manufacturing 
efficiency, warping, pillowing, stringing, gaps in layers, under-extrusion, over-extrusion, 
layer misalignment, and mass production and limitation in the use of these materials are the 
challenges that need further analysis and exploration. Some of those limitations are listed 
below (Abdulhameed et al., 2019): 
VOID FORMATION 
The void formation between layers of AM parts occurs when there is reduced 
bonding between layers that cause inferior mechanical performance. Induced anisotropic 
mechanical properties and delamination occur in FDM parts that result in void formation 
between the fabricated layers as shown in Figure 27 (Abdulhameed et al., 2019) . 
 




Stair-stepping is the appearance of a staircase effect or layering error in the fabricated 
parts as shown in Figure 28. There is low impact internally in the part but does substantially 
affect the quality of external surfaces. Although, many post-processing methods like sand 
sintering can be employed to minimize or get rid of this error, it also increases the time and 
cost of the overall process (Abdulhameed et al., 2019). 
 
Figure 28. Stair-stepping. Source: 3dverkstan 
ANISOTROPIC IN MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 
AM parts are produced in a layer-by-layer fashion by curing a photopolymer resin, 
melting a filament, or powder bed that results in the generation of thermal gradient. This 
causes the parts to have different microstructure and mechanical properties as shown in 
Figure 29 (Abdulhameed et al., 2019). 
 




SMALL BUILD VOLUME 
Most users of AM technologies deal with the challenge of small build volumes in 
their printers and is one of the main disadvantages of AM technology. For most, large 
parts are scaled down or cut into sub-parts, which adds a lot of time and effort to post-
processing and assembly. Additionally, scaling down models in most cases affect many 
times the strength and assembly of the parts (Abdulhameed et al., 2019). 
CONCRETE AC ISSUES 
Large scale cement-based AM processes have their own unique manufacturing 
challenges. Most of these 3DCP methods use an extruder and in general the issues are 
due to mixture ratios, pump/nozzle efficiency, print orientations, etc. Below are some of 
the big hitters for 3DCP (Buswell et al., 2018): 
FRESH STATE OF MIXTURE 
3DCP mixture has its physical state wet mixed mortars used in spraying applications. The 
mixture must be both pumped and keep its shape with little or no deformation after extrusion. If 
these are not taken into account, the product will have a multitude of quality issues as seen in 
Figure 30 (Buswell et al., 2018).  
PUMPABILITY 
Pumpability is the ease the fresh mixture is transported from the pump to the extrusion 
nozzle. During that transit, particle segregation in the hose will lead to blockages caused by the 
mixture design. Because of the nature of the wet mixture, 3DCP is sensitive to pauses that can 




Figure 30. Filament tearing and splitting due to fresh state and pumpability. Source: Buswell 
DEFORMATION UNDER WEIGHT 
As the mixture is layered upon itself, the speed, pressure, and cure play an important role 
on equal material property strengths. If this process is not controlled, the weight of the 
successive top layers can topple the structure on itself. The deposition process usually utilizes 
some controlled deformation of the filament, which aids adhesion to the previous layers. As the 
build increases in height, the hydrostatic pressure increases, and the layers compress under its 
own weight as shown in Figure 31. In general AM it is common practice to have a constant layer 
height during printing for position, adhesion, strength, and quality (Buswell et al., 2018). 
 
Figure 31. Deformation of lower layers and collapse. Source: R.A. Buswell 
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MEASUREMENT OF PROPERTIES 
The robustness of 3DCP components are highly sensitive to the quality and consistency 
of its properties and the ability to measure them. In many cases as such in this study, these are 
habitats for humans and safety is paramount (Buswell et al., 2018).  
HARDENED STATE 
Being able to have consistent reproducibility is extremely important to achieve desired 
material densities that are equivalent and great than cast properties. It is quite the challenge to 
achieve such density from a filament deposition method that can leave voids and undesired 
features (Buswell et al., 2018). 
LAYER ADHESION 
When cycle times are too great through layer deposition, the product can create cold 
joints between the layers and have poor adhesion to each other. This creates weak bonds, 
shrinkage, and/or carbonation (Buswell et al., 2018).  
BULK DENSITY AND UNDER-FILLING 
If the 3DCP is under-filling, voids will be created in the part. This in turn creates a less 





Figure 32. Inconsistent filament size leaving voids on left. Source: Buswell 
TENSILE REINFORCEMENT 
Since 3DCP will become an integral part of buildings and structures, the 3DCP parts will 
need to be able take significant tensile stresses during the logistics of lifting and installation. 
Traditionally, in order to get the tensile strength in terrestrial applications, steel reinforcement is 
necessary (e.g. rebar) and is not trivial in applying real-time to 3DCP (Buswell et al., 2018).  
SHRINKAGE AND DURABILITY 
One of the advantages of 3DCP is the elimination of formwork that concrete is poured 
into. Unfortunately, removing formwork creates more surface area exposure to curing concrete in 
its environment. This along with low water cement mix ratios can lead to an increase with 
cracking (Buswell et al., 2018).  
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AM REPAIR METHODS 
 The repair methods used today on 3D-printed objects are dependent on the manufacturing 
defect or damage, and if it is a structural or aesthetic issue. Additionally, it is also important to 
know if the 3D-printed objects are designed under static or dynamic load conditions, and if they 
are to be human-rated. These all play an important part in the decision process if a 3D-printed 
object can be repaired or in most cases today of smaller objects reprinted accordingly. Some of 
the repair methods are similar to common machine and fabrication processes that require 
selecting materials, surface prep, and adhesives. On the larger scale of habitats and mobile 
structures, much more stringent considerations are needed. Dependent on the design and 
composition of the material, standard practices for welding, patching, and adhesion (e.g. injected 
adhesives, etc.) could be used, but have heightened risks in a planetary exploration environment 
where resources in many circumstances are limited and/or not available. Human risk and safety 
will dictate the decision process for a repair (Sgambati et al., 2018). 
 Furthermore, the ground support equipment (GSE) for AM are subjected to wear and 
tear, maintenance, unforeseen damage, environmental impacts, and so forth. The AM support 
equipment will need a well thought out design to accommodate robotic repairs, remove and 
replace (R&R) units, via tele-robotic operations (e.g. modular printer head assembly with suite 
of sensors and heating elements) (Sgambati et al., 2018).  
 
CHAPTER 3: LUNAR AND MARTIAN ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS 
 Unlike our terrestrial environmental conditions which can be challenging due to location 
and potentially extreme seasonal temperatures, the Moon and Mars present challenging 
environments as shown in a general overview below in Table 4.  
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Table 4. Planetary Constraints. Photo: NASA – GSFC 
 
LUNAR ENVIRONMENT 
Daytime temperatures at the lunar equator reach a boiling 250 degrees Fahrenheit (120° 
C, 400 K), while nighttime temperatures are low as -208 degrees Fahrenheit (-130° C, 140 K). At 
the Moon’s North and South poles the temperatures are even colder. The Diviner instrument on 
the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) measured a place the floor of the Moon’s Hermite 
Crater at -410 degrees Fahrenheit (-250° C, 25 K), making it the coldest temperature measured 
anywhere in the solar system as shown in Fig. 33. Additionally, there are extremely cold regions 
similar to the one in Hermite Crater that were found at the bottoms of several permanently 
shadowed craters at the lunar south pole. The Moon also takes approximately 28 days to make 
one orbit around the Earth and one complete revolution about its own axis per orbit. This results 
in the same side of the Moon always facing the Earth with each lunar day and night last  




Figure 33. Near Surface Temperatures. Photo: USRA – LPI 
Because the Moon’s axis tilts only 1.5 degrees from the ecliptic plane (the plane 
containing the path of the Earth and the Moon around the Sun, sunlight never shines on the floors 
of some craters near the Moon’s poles (Figure 34) and are known as Permanently Shadowed 
Regions (PSRs). Water that happens to find its way into PSRs may remain there for long periods 
of time. Because of some of these extremely cold regions in the PSRs, this would indicate that 







Figure 34. Permanent Shadow Regions and Ice. Photo: NASA – GSFC & ASU  
MARTIAN ENVIRONMENT 
Mars has a thin atmosphere that is mostly made of carbon dioxide, nitrogen, and argon 
gases. The atmosphere appears to be red and hazy due to the suspended dust instead of the 
familiar blue tint we see on Earth. Additionally, Mars' thin atmosphere does not offer much 
protection from impacts by such objects as meteorites, asteroids, and comets. 
The temperature on Mars can be as high as 70 degrees Fahrenheit (20 degrees Celsius) or 
as low as about -225 degrees Fahrenheit (-153 degrees Celsius) as shown in Figure 35 and Figure 
36. Due to the thin Martian atmosphere, heat from the Sun easily escapes the planet. Because of 
this, if you were at the equator and standing on the surface of Mars around noon time, it would 
feel like springtime at your feet (75 degrees Fahrenheit or 24 degrees Celsius) and winter at your 









Figure 35. Daytime Surface Temperatures of Mars. Image: NASA – JPL 
 
Figure 36. Nighttime Surface Temperatures of Mars. Image: NASA – JPL 
 
CHAPTER 4: CURRENT AM METHODS FOR LUNAR AND MARTIAN HABITATS 
In order to sustain a permanence in long duration exploration on other planetary bodies, a 
provision of systems is required to ensure the long-term survival of both crew and technological 
assets in the harsh space environment. A sustainable presence in space requires the ability to 
manufacture necessary structures, spares, ISRU cost reduction, volume, and up-mass constraints 
to avoid launching everything needed for long-duration and/or long-distance missions from 




With the different variations in methods of AM and AC, there are basically 3 methods for 
constructing extraterrestrial habitats:  
1. 3D-print a monolithic structure (e.g. solid, honeycomb, cavities, filled, etc.) 
2. 3D-print sub-structures to be assembled (e.g. walls, panels, etc.) 
3.  3D-print basic building blocks for assembly (e.g. blocks, bricks, etc.).  
Each have their own dis/advantages in following a habitat design approach for 
survivability, sustainability, operability, and maintainability. These include a permanent 
infrastructure to fabricate, assemble, and maintain the habitats in long duration habitation. 
Because of the difficulties and complications of creating a concrete based habitat manufacturing 
system in these different and harsh extraterrestrial environments, interests lie in utilizing raw 
regolith as a construction material. As mentioned before, this would drive us towards using a 
sintering-based AM technology in order to avoid and minimize these challenges (Lim et al., 
2017). 
Though sintering in those environments do come with their own challenges, AM with 
binders brought with us and or mined from the environment are very much viable candidates. 
The University of Southern California (USC) developed a 3D printer called Contour Crafting 
(CC) capable of fabricating plastic, ceramics, composites, and cementitious (cement-based) 
objects. The CC uses an extrusion-based 3D-printing technique that is similar to FDM but uses a 
liquid-state binder. At the same time, USC worked together with NASA and JPL and combined 
the capabilities of CC with a six-legged, multi-purpose robotic rover called the Hex-Limbed 
Extra-Terrestrial Explorer (ATHLETE) for fabricating lunar construction components with 




Figure 37. ATHELTE and CC. Image: NASA – JPL 
The European Space Agency (ESA) recently collaborated with Foster + Partners (F + P) 
and D-Shape, to investigate the potential capability of AM processes for ISRU structures on the 
lunar surface using regolith as well. The D-Shape concept uses a Direct Manufacturing technique 
(similar to an inkjet printer technique), which produces a 3D object through an additive layering 
process of materials. The fabrication process consists of the following: deposition of material for 
a single layer; densification of the layered material using a heavy roller, applying a liquid binder 
on pre-defined printing paths, curing the bonded layer, and repeating the process until the final 
layer and structure is complete. The ESA team succeeded in designing and testing a closed-cell 
structure (Figure 38) which both retains loose regolith and ensures shielding from cosmic rays 
and solar flares and also currently performing extensive experiments on microwave sintering 




Figure 38. CAD and Printed Building Block. Image/Photo: ESA 
The main goal of the ESA experiments was to demonstrate the practicality and 
capabilities of the selected 3D printing technologies on the Moon. Through their experiments, it 
was realized that numerous potential issues must be addressed about operation, logistics and 
economic viability, etc., before building the human outpost/habitats on the Moon and Mars (Lim 
et al., 2017).  
Recently, Phase 3 of the NASA Centennial Challenge for a Three Dimensional (3D) 
Printed Habitat was completed with success and advancements in AM and AC technologies. 
NASA’s Three-Dimensional (3D) Printed Habitat Centennial Challenge partnered with  non-
profit partners: Bradley University, with co-sponsors Caterpillar, Bechtel, Brick and Mortar 
Ventures, the American Concrete Institute, and the United States Army Corps of Engineers 
(USACE) Engineer Research and Development Center (ERDC) (Mueller et al., 2019). The 
challenge asked teams to design and construct a scaled/simulated Martian habitat using 
indigenous materials and large-scale 3D automated printing systems. Phase 1 of the competition 
was an architectural design competition for habitat concepts that could be 3D-printed. Phase 2 
had teams develop feedstocks from indigenous materials, hydrocarbon polymer recyclables, and 
demonstrate automated printing systems to manufacture into test specimens to assess mechanical 
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strength. Phase 3 focused on technology results that can potentially be infused into both 
terrestrial and extraterrestrial construction applications. The Phase 3 competition was divided 
into two sub-competitions listed below (Mueller et al., 2019, p. 3):  
1. Virtual Construction: Teams created a high-fidelity information model (BIM) of 
their 3D-printed habitat design as shown in Figure 39 
2. Construction Competition: Teams were required to 3D-print a structural foundation 
and test materials samples to freeze/thaw testing and impact testing (level 1), 
manufacture a habitat element, and complete a hydrostatic test (level 2) as shown in 
Figure 40, and AM a 1:3 scale habitat onsite in a head to head competition (level 3) as 
shown in Figure 41 
Phase 3 focused on the scale-up of the Phase 2 development of novel feedstocks and 
robotic systems, to autonomous operation while demonstrating the capability to operate systems 
on precursor missions prior to the arrival of crew, or terrestrially in field operation settings where 
human tending of a manufacturing system with potential limitations. The Phase 3 virtual 
construction resulted in many novel habitat designs that included both modular and vertically 
oriented habitat concepts. To add to the complexity of AM and AC, the Phase 3 construction 
competition challenged teams to autonomously place penetrations and elemental interfaces into 




Figure 39. Phase 3, Virtual Construction, Level 2, 3rd Place Mars Incubator. Photo: NASA 
 





Figure 41. Phase 3, Construction, Level 3, 1st Place AI Space Factory. Photo: NASA 
 
CHAPTER 5: DOWN SELECTION OF REPAIR METHODS 
In the case of having to repair a damaged 3D-prined habitat, a well thought out design is 
needed for a case by case scenario that determines the level criticality of the repair that 
determines the method(s) and logistics of the repair. If time was not a variable, a robotic 
extravehicular activity (EVR) can be deployed to 3D-print a repair of the damaged habitat in 
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real-time. Based on experience and flight rules provided for the International Space Station and 
Fault Management constraints in place, specific hardware and resources are determined to a 
criticality level, therefore deciding when a planned or critical contingency EVA (CCE) through 
an EVR and/or human supported EVA is needed. Additionally, the design of space habitats 
dictates that critical hardware and systems to not be zero fault tolerant that would endanger the 
crew and mission. From past experiences on ISS, hardware does and will fail in time for various 
reasons, and one of those scenarios is that the space station robotic manipulator system (SSRMS) 
or robotic arm can break down and itself need repair and/or maintenance. Depending on the 
criticality of the habitat repair, this may require a faster approach to repairing the habitat and 
does not meet the timeline for an EVR to performed. Having EVA capability is essential in the 
survival of the crew and mission (Van Cise et al., 2016). 
With the EVR and EVA constraints and information provided for construction methods, 
causes, and repair methods for terrestrial habitats, the following baseline repair methods were 
selected for the follow-on study as a generalized baseline approach to Lunar and Martian 3D-
printed habitat repairs. 
1. Remove and replace (R&R) a habitat component (e.g. panel, tile, block, etc.) 
2. Injection repair (e.g. mixed adhesives, mortar, etc.) 
3. Patch repair (e.g. 3D-printed patch, cover, etc.) 
 
CHAPTER 6: METHODOLOGY 
  
DESIGN OVERVIEW 
With the aforementioned general repair methods listed, a forward study will be performed 
utilizing a sub-scale 3D-printed habitat module, minor to no modifications to existing 
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Commercial Off the Shelf (COTS) tools and hardware, and Human in the Loop (HITL) test 
subjects to evaluate the potential associated tools, methods, and concept of operations for a 
potential CCE 3D-printed regolith habitat repair. A 7.8” diameter (e.g. soccer ball size / Figure 
42 and Figure 43) sub-scale planetary habitat model will be 3D-printed from Lunar and Martian 
regolith simulants. Ideally, a sub-scaled Lunar habitat model would be manufactured with 
Johnson Space Center JSC-1/1A/1AF/1AC/2A Lunar Simulant (McKay et al., 1994). The sub-
scaled Martian habitat model would also be manufactured from JSC Mars-1/1A (Allen et al., 
1998). Because of the toxic nature and hazardous effects of Lunar dust (regolith), it was not 
important to this study using a simulant to the exact formulation of JSC-1, but representative for 
the evaluation of the potential associated tools, methods, and concept of operations (Lam et al., 
2013). The same goes for the Martian simulant and rationale (Winterhalter et al., 2018). One half 
of the habitat models will consist of Martian regolith simulant (Tethon3D Martian Simulant) and 
the other half Lunar regolith simulant (Tethon3D Tethonite) as shown in Figure 42 and Figure 43 
below. In addition to our knowledge and experiences in strong lightweight aerospace structures, 
an isogrid hexagonal design was implemented into the tiles for the habitat (McDonnell Douglas 
Astronautics Company, 1973). Additionally, the regolith model was based on the following 
assumptions: 
1. The regolith habitat was only intended as a thermal and protective structure covering a 
yet to be determined deployed habitat (e.g. rigid or and/or inflatable module, lander, 
pressurized rover, etc.).  
2. Though the habitat had an isogrid tile design with the potential capability with removable 
tiles, it was printed as a monolithic structure for evaluating worse case repair scenarios. 
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The habitat model will be fastened to a lightweight corrosion resistant modified COTS 
vehicle support assembly for EVA operations as shown in Figure 44 below. 
 
Figure 42. 3D-Printed ABS prototype Sub-scale Lunar Martian Ball. CAD/Image: James Stoffel 
 
Figure 43. 3D-Printed Regolith Simulant Lunar Martian Tiles, CAD Habitat Ball Assembly, and 




Figure 44. NEEMO 23 Habitat R&R and Fixtures. CAD/Image: James Stoffel 
 
HABITAT REPAIR METHODS 
The sub-scale 3D-printed ISRU planetary habitat model incorporated a design philosophy 
and capability to evaluate the 3 different repair methods selected. Looking at common tools used 
on terrestrial construction, demolition, and repair of habitats, there are a multitude of tools used 
for each type of design. Because the crewmembers are on a distant planetary body, developing 
multipurpose tools will play an important capability to maximize efficiency for maintenance, 
potential CCEs, and planetary geology. They also must meet the stringent tool requirements for 
EVA operations, safety, and user-friendly (NASA, 2019b).  
REPAIR METHOD ONE (RM1) 
 
The first repair method utilizes a modified COTS oscillating cutting tool head assembly 
on a COTS submersible waterproof power drill for scuba diving operations shown in Figure 45 
below. Oscillating tools are commonly used in industrial applications, home repair, demolition, 
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and in the medical field to remove plaster/casts of patients. Typically, the blade oscillates 
between 3-4 degrees with various blade designs for various materials and Conditions. For 
example, a plaster cast cutting tool does not harm the skin, but very capable to cut through harder 
materials. With the proper selection of oscillating blades, this could serve EVA well with a tool 
with minimal impact to EVA Suit damage and survival. Additionally, there is potential for a 
similar iteration of the ISS Pistol Grip Tool (PGT), a programmable computer controller drive 
tool, but deployed for planetary missions for bolt maintenance operations, repairs, and sample 
core drilling operations (Richards, 1996). Additionally, a COTS carbide tip blade design was 
selected with the capability to penetrate and cut through masonry, brick, some stone 
compositions, and metals as well.  
  
Figure 45. Modified COTS Oscillating Cutting Tool Adapter (OCTA) on NEMO Power Drill. 
Image: James Stoffel 
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REPAIR METHOD TWO AND THREE (RM2 / RM3) 
For the second and third repair methods, the author designed and 3D-Printed 2 novel tool 
assemblies with either Pip-Pins (a.k.a. quick release pins or ball lock pins) and/or representative 
EVA fasteners for applying an IVA 3D-printed habitat tile patch / cover shown in Figure 46 and 
Figure 47 below. The 3D-printed tile assembly would provide a temporary and/or permanent 
thermal and structural habitat patch that can be put in place while reducing EVA overhead time, 
potentially minimizing hazards to the crewmembers, and without incurring additional damage to 
the habitat structure by attempting to remove and replace a damaged tile. 
 




Figure 47. Habitat Tile Patch Tool Assemblies on Ball. Image: James Stoffel 
 
REPAIR METHOD FOUR (RM4) 
 
The fourth repair method utilized a COTS electric caulking gun with high functioning-
controlled flow rate, flow retraction, and ease of use will be implemented in a minor habitat 
repair through a simulated ISRU regolith caulk mortar adhesive shown below in Figure 48. 
Additionally, a COTS battery operated medical thermal wrap was integrated to keep the 
simulated regolith adhesive from freezing in the North Dakota and potentially frigid planetary 
environments. These characteristics risk mitigate excess waste of resources and contact exposure 
with the habitat, spacesuit, and crewmember as experienced with the EVA Grease Gun used on 
US EVA 30 where the grease became difficult to manage, messy, and can be deposited on 




Figure 48. Battery Operated Caulking Gun and Habitat Ball. Image: James Stoffel 
 
REPAIR METHOD FIVE (RM5 / V2.0 REPAIR METHOD ONE) 
 
Lastly, the fifth repair method (version 2.0 of Repair Method One) is a combination of 
lessons learned from the habitat repairs on ILMAH Mission 7 and NEEMO 23. The V2.0 habitat 
tile R&R utilized a COTS battery operated pistol grip multi-head drive and oscillating cutting 
tool with a nominal 20,000 OPM compared to the modified OCTA in Repair Method One (1,500 
OPM) and the same battery operated thermal wrapped electric caulking gun as used in RM4 
shown below in Figure 49. 
 
Figure 49. COTS Multi-purpose Pistol Grip Drive and Oscillating Cutting Tool, Battery 
Operated Caulking Gun, and Spare Martial Tile. Image: James Stoffel 
 
 The following Figure 50 summarizes the common tools and hardware used Repair 







Figure 50. Summary of 3DP Habitat Repair Methods. Image: James Stoffel 
 
TEST FACILITIES AND HABITATION MOCKUPS 
Initial bench top testing was performed at the PI’s laboratory in Houston, TX. Following 
the design verification and test plan, the 3D-printed sub-scale planetary habitat model was 
installed at the following analog and simulation environments with selected test subject 
crewmembers at the University of North Dakota’s Inflatable Lunar Martian Analog Habitat 
(ILMAH), then to NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC) for NASA Astronaut crew training for 
NASA’s Extreme Environment Mission Operations (NEEMO) Mission at Aquarius Reef Base 
(ARB) off the Florida Keys, and concluded at UND’s ILMAH in Grand Forks, ND in 2020.   
LABORATORY 1G BENCHTOP PROTOTYPNIG, EVALUATION, AND TESTING  
 
 Initial regolith simulant test articles and COTS tools were evaluated and validated for 
habitat RM1 in the beginning of this study. Based on the initial data, feedback, and lessons 
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learned, additional sub-scale regolith habitat testing, repair method, tools, and concept of 
operations were revised and prepared for the remainder ILMAH Missions and EVA simulations 
as shown in Figure 51. 
 
Figure 51. Benchtop evaluation and  testing of COTS modified tools, prototype 3D-printed 
regolith habitat tiles, coupons, and fixture assemblies. Image: James Stoffel 
 
UND INFLATABLE LUNAR MARTIAN ANALOG HABITAT  
 
As part of the NASA EPSCoR CAN 2009 grant, "Integrated Strategies for the Human 
Exploration of the Moon and Mars," UND’s ILMAH provides a multi-purpose research station 
in North Dakota in Support of NASA’s Future Human Missions to the Moon and Mars. ILMAH 
consists of 5 modules: core habitation module, crew exercise and performance module, plant 
production module, microbiology lab and geology module, and crew exploration rover. 
Additionally, ILMAH has an EVA airlock with workshop and four NDX-2AT spacesuits with 





Figure 52. Inflatable Lunar Martian Analog Habitat (ILMAH). Image: Department of Space 
Studies University of North Dakota 
 
NASA EXTREME ENVIRONMENT MISSION OPERATIONS 
The NASA Extreme Environment Mission Operations (NEEMO) is an analog mission 
that consists of astronauts, engineers, and scientists to live in Aquarius Reef Base (ARB), the 
world's only undersea research station, for up to two to three weeks at a time. ARB is operated 
by the Florida International University (FIU and is located 5.6 kilometers (3.5 miles) off Key 
Largo in the Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary and is deployed next to deep coral reefs 62 
feet (19 meters) below the surface as seen below in Figure 53. 
The Aquarius habitat and its hostile surroundings provide a convincing analog for space 
exploration. During NEEMO missions, the aquanauts simulate living on a spacecraft or habitat 
and test EVA (spacewalk) techniques for future space missions. The underwater environment 
provides the ability to "weight" the aquanauts to simulate different gravity environments such as 
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on our Moon and Mars. This analog provides an environment to conduct field tests in Earth-
based extreme environments for developing the technologies and systems for these complex 
missions and help guide the future direction of human exploration of the solar system (Chappell, 
Beaton, et al., 2017). 
 
Figure 53. NEEMO Mission 23 at FIU’s Aquarius Base. Image: FIU and NEEMO 
The following Figure 54 summarizes the analog and testing environments for Repair Methods 1-




Figure 54. Summary of Testing & Analog Environments. Image: James Stoffel 
 
TEST SUBJECTS 
Ten astronaut-like graduate students and two astronauts volunteered as test subjects. Test 
subjects were selected by the UND Human Spaceflight Laboratory and astronauts by NASA for 
their respective missions. Test subjects met with the PI virtually prior to their respective EVA’s 
for one session of familiarization and training. For Repair Method 1, each test subject performed 
2 habitat repairs of the same method each. Based on initial feedback, lessons learned, and 
updates, the remaining test subjects will perform two different repair methods twice each. The 
use of test subjects in this study are needed to provide data for further development and 
understanding of ISRU 3D-Printed Habitat’s abilities, limitations, and provide baseline data for 
comparison with future analogue missions (Usability, Livability, Flexibility, & Maintainability). 
The successful outcome will contribute to the design and concept of operations requirements for 
Deep Space Gateway, Long-duration Planetary Missions, and advancement in technologies.  
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INSTITUTIONAL REVEW BOARD CONSIDERATIONS 
This study required permission from the University of North Dakota’s Institutional 
Review Board (IRB) as well as NASA’s IRB with the use of human test subjects. Volunteers 
were briefed on the details of the experiment and their rights as a test subject prior to agreeing to 
participate. The test subjects’ identity and any personally identifying information is confidential 
and not used in the analysis of this study. There were no complaints or withdrawals from any of 
the test subjects, nor were there any violations of the IRB requirements. 
METRICS AND DATA ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY 
Due to the limited number of subjects (i.e. 2 Astronauts and 10 Astronaut-like student 
crewmembers) for the present Human in the Loop (HITL) study, the sample sizes will not be 
large enough for inferential statistics. For this reason, descriptive statistics will be utilized to 
evaluate and characterize the obtained data. The selected data collection methods and metrics 
used are based on NASA’s Exploration Analogs and Mission Development (EAMD) project 
during analog field testing since 2008 to measure the acceptability of different prototype 
systems, operations concepts, and inform requirements for improvements when necessary (M. L. 
Gernhardt et al., 2018). Additionally, these subjective metrics have been developed, refined, and 
vetted by NASA’s core ground test team and successfully applied to the evaluation of 
habitability, human factors, and human performance of candidate spaceflight vehicles and 
various operational concepts for future exploration class missions. The data will be collected via 
post EVA survey-questionnaire utilizing Likert scales 1-10, yes/no answers for capability, 
acceptability, fatigue, workload ratings, and short answer questions that will be ranked manually 
by the PI. Additional data points will be obtained via timestamps of EVA events regarding total 
time elapsed, reports of hand fatigue, tool orientation changes, and breaks throughout the EVAs. 
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The present descriptive analysis (means, modes, standard deviations, +) will aim to observe all 
data for potential effects in terms of magnitude and variation. The data derived from the 
questionnaire and timestamp data mentioned above will provide 384+ data points over the EVA 
conditions for each of the 12 subjects. Since this is a novel study and given the exploratory 
nature of this largely under researched area of future space systems development, inferential 
statistics utilizing a P-value cutoff will not be used due to limited power and low N. Qualitative 
Data Analysis (QDA) will involve the primary researcher interpreting the written accounts from 
all subjects corresponding within the post EVA questionnaire. This may additionally assist in 
explaining findings/results from the study.  
ACCEPTABILITY RATINGS 
 
The acceptability rating scale in Figure 55 measures the acceptability of different 
prototype systems and concepts of operations while informing improvements when necessary. 
The scales consist of five categories: totally acceptable with no improvement necessary, 
acceptable with minor improvements desired, borderline with improvements warranted, and 
unacceptable with improvements required, and totally unacceptable with major improvements 
required. Any rating that is a four or lower is considered acceptable and any rating of three or 
higher to requires the test subject to give specific desired, warranted, and/or require 
improvements (M. Gernhardt et al., 2019). 
 
Figure 55. Acceptability Rating Scale. 















 The test subjects completed individual acceptability questionnaires related the repair 
method and associated tools, technique, and concept of operations. At the end, the test subjects 
provided an overall acceptability rating for the repair method. 
FATIGUE RATINGS   
 
 The fatigue rating scale in Figure 56 measures the level of fatigue that each test subject 
experienced throughout the course of the testing. Fatigue contains multiple factors, such as task 
workload and complexity, stress, sleep quality, and physical exertion. The scale consists of five 
fatigue categories: no, minor, moderate, significant, and extreme fatigue (M. Gernhardt et al., 
2019). The fatigue ratings were collected at the end of the EVA with the questionnaire. 
 
Figure 56. Fatigue Rating Scale. 
WORKLOAD RATINGS 
 
Workload is the test subject’s maximum ability to maintain task performance for a 
specific given environment and/or test condition. This provides insight into the task or in case 
repair methods for a given 3D-printed regolith habitat. The workload rating scale in Figure 57 
integrates mental, physical, and environmental factors into the following workload categories: 
minimal, low, moderate, significant, and extreme significant (M. Gernhardt et al., 2019). The 
workload ratings were collected at the end of the EVA with the questionnaire.  
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Figure 57. Workload Rating Scale. 
PLANNED VERSUS ACTUAL TIMELINE EXECUTION 
Actual task (end-to-end repair methods) time durations were collected and were 
compared to the planned timeline to provide insight into the requirements and complexity of a 
potential CCE for the given regolith habitat repair scenario. With the assumption of habitable 
presence on a planetary body, the total EVA timeline consists of multiple variables day before, 
day of, and after the EVA. These include EVA Task and Systems Preparation (e.g. tool 
configuration, Airlock prep, staging hardware, etc.), Pre-EVA Ops (Prep & Prebreathe), Egress 
and Setup (e.g. Depress, Egress, Post Egress Setup), EVA Tasks (e.g. Maintenance, 
Construction, Pioneering, Science, CCE, etc.), Cleanup and Ingress (e.g. Stowage, Dust 
Mitigation, Logistics, Hatch Ops, Repress), and finally Post EVA and Maintenance (e.g. 
Repress, Doffing Suit, Consumables, etc.). More specifically, the EVA Phase Elapsed Time 
(PET) is the official EVA time duration that is the time the spacesuit is exposed to vacuum 
which starts at Depress and Repress which. An EVA will be approximately 6-8 hours dependent 
on the planetary mission, spacesuit design, and more importantly the EVA consumables (e.g. 
Oxygen, Water, Power, etc.) (Coan, 2020). The notional core mission EVA Timelines created for 
this study was based on benchtop representative article tests of each CCE habitat repair with an 
additional 50% padding for the primary tasks . The variations in the actual versus planned time 
tasks were compared to give insight into what may have cause differences between the different 
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repair methods (e.g. tools, hardware, operations concepts, etc.). Representative EVA timelines 
for RM’s 1-5 are shown in Figure 58 below. 
 
Figure 58. CCE Timelines for Repair Methods 1-5. 
 
CHAPTER 7: RESULTS 
 The following sections provide objective and subjective data with interpretation of the 
results based on the post-EVA survey questionnaires, data, and durations of the habitat repairs. 
The primary researcher interpreted the written accounts from all subjects corresponding within 




   
 
Figure 59. Acceptability Ratings for Repair Methods 1-5. 
The overall acceptability of the as-tested habitat repair methods was rated acceptable 
with minor improvements required. Of the five repair methods, RMs 2-5 were rated from totally 
acceptable to acceptable with minor improvements required. RM1 was rated borderline with 
improvements warranted.  
REPAIR METHOD ONE 
 
Figure 60. Acceptability Ratings for Repair Method 1. 
The overall acceptability was rated borderline with improvements warranted. The repair 
method was performed by two test subjects at ILMAH and two astronaut test subjects at 
NEEMO. Both test subjects at ILMAH completed the RM twice each. Due to the dynamic nature 
of multiple research endeavors and the environment of a NEEMO mission, only one repair was 
complete, split between two different days, and two different crewmembers shown in Figure 61 
below. 
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Figure 61. Crewmember Cutting Damaged Tile. Image: NASA NEEMO 23 
Modifying the COTS OCTA to work in both analog environmental conditions proved to 
be inadequate in overall efficiency. The original COTS multi-tool head assembly oscillates at 
20,000 OPM while the OCTA was not geared to meet the same operating range (1,500 OPM) but 
could perform the task of cutting regolith materials. With the unknown and uncertainty of how 
fragile a notional 3D-printed regolith tile would be and how susceptible to additional damage 
would be due to vibrations of the tool; it was considered desired and acceptable at the beginning 
of the study for lower OPM. Additionally due to spacesuit ergonomics, risk injury mitigation, 
and work envelope of a pressurized glove, it was desired to use the tool in a pistol grip 
configuration for ease of use. Though the power drive tool with OCTA was ergonomic, crew 
stated that the reduced performance, hand fatigue, and durations proved that the overall tool 
assembly was borderline requiring improvements in its performance equivalent to a COTS 
oscillating cutting tool would perform. Additionally, the purposeful design of a subscale regolith 
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tile habitat that was monolithic with unique geometric features proved difficult to penetrate, 
remove, and replace the simulated damage tile as seen in Figure 62 below. 
 
Figure 62. Rough Surfaces After Damaged Tile Removed. Image: NASA NEEMO 23 
The reduced performance proved difficult to R&R flat and accurate surfaces for a spare 
tile and time-consuming ranging from 00:58:36 to 03:11:37 (h:m:s). Part of the longer duration 
of the R&R was due to a combination of a 3D-printing manufacturing failure due to layer 
adhesion, the dynamic nature of applying a load with the OCTA, and half of the sub-scale 
regolith habitat separated in half. A pause was taken to fix the habitat, cure, and repair was 
continued. Ideally if a regolith tiled habitat design was used, unique mechanical user-friendly 
interfaces would be considered. At NEEMO, crewmembers also recommended that future 
iterations of the OCTA with higher performance and for such a unique geometry of this 
monolithic structure that a guide tool would prove quite useful for accuracy, quality, and 
efficiency. The current methodology depends on the crewmember’s free float (FF) capability for 
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accurate results and can prove quite difficult in different for body positions in a spacesuit in 
different gravity environments (e.g. Moon and Mars). Finally, the COTS proven coral adhesive 
gun that passed tests for out of water and in water tests did not perform well at depth of ARB. 
The pressure at 66 feet below had hampered the manual adhesive gun and the adhesive did not 
behave as prior in benchtop tests and ILMAH.  
REPAIR METHOD TWO 
 
Figure 63. Acceptability Ratings for Repair Method 2. 
The overall acceptability was rated totally acceptable with no improvements necessary. 
The simulated IVA pre-printed regolith tile patch and its associated 3D-printed tools with simple 
existing EVA interfaces made for a safe, efficient, highly successful repair as show in Figure 64. 
The average duration for this RM was 0:09:11 (h:m:s) significantly faster and less fatigue than 
RM1. Some crew stated difficulty in handling the small tiles and pushing the button on the Pip-
Pins with the spacesuit glove.  
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Figure 64. Crewmember installing Pip-Pins into Sub-Scale 3D-Printed Regolith Habitat. Image: 
UND Department of Space Studies 
REPAIR METHOD THREE 
 
Figure 65. Acceptability Ratings for Repair Method 3. 
The overall acceptability was rated totally acceptable with no improvements necessary. 
The simulated IVA pre-printed regolith tile patch and its associated 3D-printed tools with simple 
existing EVA interfaces made for a safe, efficient, highly successful repair. The average duration 
for this RM was 0:11:14 (h:m:s) approximately the same duration as RM2. Some crew stated 
difficult in handling the small loose EVA fasteners and small tiles with the spacesuit glove as 
shown in Figure 66. Additionally, crew stated that the manual adhesive gun became difficult to 
use with the spacesuit. 
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Figure 66. Crewmember installing Fasteners into Sub-Scale 3D-Printed Regolith Habitat. 
Image: UND Department of Space Studies 
REPAIR METHOD FOUR 
 
Figure 67. Acceptability Ratings for Repair Method 4. 
The overall acceptability was rated acceptable with minor improvements desired. The 
average duration for this RM was 0:08:36 (h:m:s) approximately the same duration as RM2 and 
RM3. In general, the electric adhesive/caulking gun was a significant improvement from the 
manual gun in previous repairs. Though the COTS adhesive gun was doable, the larger size 
made ergonomics with a spacesuit glove a little difficult to operate and variable flow control rate 
were desired. Additionally, the battery-operated thermal wrap in general kept the adhesive from 
freezing in the environment, there were potentially different instances where it may have been 
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too fluid, frozen, and contributed to adherence issues with the regolith simulant tile as shown in 
Figure 68 below. 
 
Figure 68. From Left to Right: Damage Tile Filled with Simulated Regolith Adhesive. Images: 
UND Department of Space Studies 
Additionally, the adhesive in one of the repairs had become frozen in the tip and burst 
after operating the plunger in the gun. It was later risk mitigated with a warmer and/or thermally 
staging the tool in a warmer environment. Some crew also stated that this RM was feasible for 
specific size and type of damage along with additional training can become more efficient. 
Lastly, a spatula was desired to finish less than desired repairs. 
REPAIR METHOD FIVE (V2.0 OF RM1) 
 
Figure 69. Acceptability Ratings for Repair Method 5. 
The overall acceptability was rated acceptable with minor improvements desired. The 
average duration for this RM was 0:19:01 (h:m:s) approximately 01:51:04 faster than RM1, but 
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approximately double the duration of RMs 2-4. The significantly higher OPM contributed to 
faster, cleaner, and more efficient cuts into the habitat and significant reduction in hand fatigue 
as shown in Figure 70 below. 
 
Figure 70. Comparison from Left to Right: NEEMO R&R versus ILMAH V2.0 R&R. Images: 
NASA NEEMO 23 and UND Department of Space Studies 
Though the COTS OCTA had the proper performance desired in RM1, some crew stated 
similarly that operating the power tools were technique sensitive and additional training would 
improve the efficiency and accuracy. Additionally, some crew reported desire for a guide tool to 
assist in the accuracy for the cuts and proper fit of the spare tile. Again as in RM4, the electric 
adhesive gun continued to have shown that thermal regulation was sensitive to the performance 
of the adhesive. Crew also stated that tactile feedback of the trigger was difficult and found that 
the electric adhesive gun was being actuated without intent and excess adhesive dispensed. This 
feedback aligns with the training and sensitivity seen for the ISS PGT, where it is easy to be 
depressing the trigger and the socket is driving when not intended. Unintended actuation of 
either tool can lead to damage. 
PLANNED VERSUS ACTUAL TIMELINE EXECUTION 
 Table 5 shows the planned versus actual total task time for each repair method. Of the 
repair methods, RM1 took a significant amount of time to complete the repair due to reduced 
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tool performance, regolith model fracture, ILMAH NDX2-AT suit fit and check, and 
environmental factors requiring pauses to fix and/or remedy the situations and continue on with 
the tests. The durations of RM2-4 were significantly quicker by magnitudes compared to RM1. 
RM5 which was V2.0 from RM1, showed significant improvement in time duration to complete 
the repair by magnitudes, but required more effort than RM2-4. 
Table 5. Planned Versus Actual Total Task Times for Repair Methods 1-5. 
 
FATIGUE  
Test subjects reported significant to no fatigue and stress amongst the repair methods. In 
general for RM2-5, crewmembers reported minor fatigue to no fatigue and stress. Some crew 
reported minor fatigue in in the upper extremities (e.g. hands and forearms) due to having to hold 
the trigger on the power tools for an extended time or difficulty manipulating the smaller tool 
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assembly sets (e.g. Pip-pins, fasteners, etc.). Cumulative fatigue came with the second round of 
repairs, but largely due to spacesuit fit, time, and training experience in the spacesuits. 
Additionally, it was noted multiple times by different crewmembers that depending on the 
location of the damaged tile (e.g. side or top of habitat of full-scale habitat / sub-scale model 
waist high) and body position, gravity had a significant effect ( ILMAH’s 1-g). Some 
crewmembers were leaning over the habitat to perform repair operations and the weight of the 
spacesuit and hardhat on NEEMO began to cause fatigue and discomfort. Figure 71 shows a 
crewmember hunched over the sub-scale regolith habitat. Those discomforts with the spacesuit 
and environmental challenges of fogging visor, contributed to unintended efficiencies and 
stresses during the repairs. These scenarios were exacerbated for RM1, where their duration of 
tool use and time in the spacesuit was magnitudes over RM2-5. 
 
Figure 71. Crewmember’s body position over damage tile. Images: NASA NEEMO 23 and UND 




Figure 72. Overall Fatigue Ratings for Repair Methods 1-5. 
 
Figure 73. Overall Fatigue Ratings for Repair Method 1. 
 
Figure 74. Overall Fatigue Ratings for Repair Methods 2. 
 
Figure 75. Overall Fatigue Ratings for Repair Methods 3. 
 
Figure 76. Overall Fatigue Ratings for Repair Methods 4. 
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* Overall Rating for NEEMO Mission 23 was not included. Only 1 complete habitat repair was complete between 2 different EVAs and crewmembers 
due to the dynamic timeline of NEEMO Mission 23. Only 2 ILMAH crewmembers that performed 2 repairs each was used in RM1.
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Figure 77. Overall Fatigue Ratings for Repair Methods 5. 
WORKLOAD  
 
Test subjects reported significant to minimum workload throughout  amongst the repair 
methods. For RM2-5, there were low to minimal workloads with no major patterns observed 
amongst the participants. RM1 showed significant workload due to the OCTA performance 
efficiency which led to significant time durations that were magnitudes greater than RM2-5 
shown in Figure 78. Workload Ratings for Repair Methods 1-5.below. 
 
Figure 78. Workload Ratings for Repair Methods 1-5. 
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* Overall Rating for NEEMO Mission 23 was not included. Only 1 complete habitat repair was complete between 2 different EVAs and crewmembers 
due to the dynamic timeline of NEEMO Mission 23. Only 2 ILMAH crewmembers that performed 2 repairs each was used in RM1.
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Figure 79. Workload Ratings for Repair Methods 1. 
 
Figure 80. Workload Ratings for Repair Methods 2. 
 
Figure 81. Workload Ratings for Repair Methods 3. 
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Figure 82. Workload Ratings for Repair Methods 4. 
 
Figure 83. Workload Ratings for Repair Methods 5. 
 PSYCHOLOGICAL PROCESSES DURING EVA 
 Overall, this study found that the test subjects had a positive experience during the EVAs 
based on their mood ratings (e.g. highlighted in grey). The rating form Events (EVA Preparation 
and Habitat Repair) and Coping Methods data were calculated per RM. The item scores were 
averaged across all test subjects and repair methods. In general the findings were consistent with 
the mood data indicating generally positive experiences for the EVA habitat repairs: 
“Satisfaction in making good progress during HAB R&R” – mean=0.93, standard deviation 
(SD)= 0.11; “Satisfaction that equipment and infrastructure is working properly” – mean=0.83; 
SD=0.24; and “Satisfaction that I can cope with the challenges” – mean=0.90, SD=0.14.  
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The ratings for EVA preparation, habitat repair, and coping methods were on a scale 1 = 
Yes and 0 = No and shown in Table 6. For the Events for EVA Preparation: “Problems with the 
EVA Procedure” – mean=0.13, SD=0.22; “Problems with Concept of Operations” – mean=0.18, 
SD=0.21; “Problems with the EVA Tool Config” – mean=0.18, SD=0.21; “Problems with the 
Concept of Operations” – mean=0.05, SD=0.11; and “Problems with the Training” – mean=0.13, 
SD=0.13. The ratings for Events for Habitat Repair: “Problems with infrastructure (habitat)” – 
mean=0.15, SD=0.14; “Problems with infrastructure (spacesuit)” – mean=0.28; SD=0.22; 
“Problems with technology” – mean=0.10, SD=0.14; “Problems with equipment” – mean:=0.23, 
SD=0.19; “Problems with tools” – mean=0.55; SD=0.14; “Concern about the well-being of 
crewmembers during EVA Ops” – mean=0.23, SD=0.19; and “Concerns about the effectiveness 
or safety of decisions during EVA” – mean=0.30, SD=0.11.      
The test subjects were highly adaptive to the various notional habitat repair methods, 
spacesuit, and EVA. The three coping methods inquired were: “Told myself to take it one step at 
a time” – mean=0.88, SD=0.22; “Tried harder, pushed myself to do my best, told myself I can do 
it” – mean=0.85, SD=0.14; and “Thought of something pleasant such as a good time to come” – 
mean=0.43, SD=0.17. In addition to those baseline coping methods, crew also recorded in the 
other category: “Reminded myself of mission end goal” – mean=0.50, SD=0.53; “Slow is fast 
mentality” – mean=0.25, SD=0.5; “Took breaks” – mean=0.50, SD=0.58; “Slowed down” – 
mean=0.25, SD=0.50; “Relied on training” – mean=0.25, SD=0.50; “Adapted experience to 
unique challenges” – mean=0.25, SD=0.46; “Used previous EVA repair experience to adapt” – 
mean=0.19, SD=0.09; and “Focused on executing task” – mean=0.13, SD=0.35.  
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Table 6. Rating Form for Events, Mood, and Coping Methods for Repair Methods 1-5. 
 
CHAPTER 8: DISCUSSION 
This paper was not necessarily an all-encompassing solution and evaluation for a 
potential CCE for 3D-printed planetary habitats, but an initiation to explore, discover, and 
implement early the DRM requirements. These DRM’s are significantly driven by NASA’s 
Technology Taxonomy and EVA Gaps. Additionally, continuing to understand all the current 
proposed AM and AC methods should be explored in determining what the associated tools, 
methods, and concept of operations will be for each design scenario. With continued research 
and development by the space agencies, industry, and academia towards ISRU 3D-printed 
habitats, a well thought out design to risk mitigate these potential failure scenarios will be 
essential. Nevertheless of a great design, it is not a matter if a failure will ever happen, but when.  
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
0.50 0.58 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.35 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.22
0.50 0.58 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.46 0.13 0.35 0.18 0.21
0.25 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.11
0.25 0.50 0.25 0.46 0.13 0.35 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.13
0.25 0.50 0.25 0.46 0.25 0.46 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.14
0.25 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.35 0.50 0.53 0.50 0.53 0.28 0.22
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.46 0.25 0.46 0.10 0.14
0.50 0.58 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.35 0.25 0.46 0.25 0.46 0.23 0.19
0.75 0.50 0.38 0.52 0.50 0.53 0.63 0.52 0.50 0.53 0.55 0.14
0.50 0.58 0.25 0.46 0.25 0.46 0.13 0.35 0.00 0.00 0.23 0.19
1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.88 0.35 0.75 0.46 0.93 0.11
1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.63 0.52 0.50 0.53 0.83 0.24
1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.75 0.46 0.75 0.46 0.90 0.14
0.50 0.58 0.25 0.46 0.25 0.46 0.25 0.46 0.25 0.46 0.30 0.11
1.00 0.00 0.50 0.53 1.00 0.00 0.88 0.35 1.00 0.00 0.88 0.22
0.75 0.50 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.75 0.46 0.75 0.46 0.85 0.14
0.50 0.58 0.50 0.53 0.63 0.52 0.25 0.46 0.25 0.46 0.43 0.17
* 1 = Yes; 0 = No
Events for EVA Preparation*
Told myself to take it one step at a time
Tried harder, pushed myself to do my best, told myself I can do it
Thought of something pleasant such as good times to come
Concern about the well-being of crewmembers during EVA Ops
Satisfaction in making good progress during HAB R&R
Satisfaction that equipment and infrastructure is working properly
Satisfaction that I can cope with the challenges
Concerns about the effectiveness or safety of decisions during EVA
Coping Methods During EVA*
Events for EVA Habitat Repair*
Problems with infrastructure (habitat)






Problems with the EVA Procedure – day of EVA
Problems with the EVA Tool Config – day of EVA 
Problems with the Concept of Operations – day of EVA
Problems with the Training 




Figure 84. Artist Concept of 3D-Printed Habitat and Moon Base. Image: : Foster + Partners / 
ESA 
Again in an ideal situation where risk to crewmembers are avoided at all possible going 
out on an EVA, an EVR would be deployed to mitigate unnecessary risk (Van Cise et al., 2016). 
Unless a mobile robotic platform (e.g. ATHLETE, RMS, etc.) with a modular 3D-printer head 
assembly and associated suite of sensors (e.g. X-ray, audio sounding, impact radar, 3D-scanner, 
etc.) is available for analysis and repair, a thoughtfully well designed and planned EVA utilizing 
common simple tools and pre-staged ISRU patches, covers, and/or shields can potentially patch 
over the damage externally and internally as plausible solutions. But in the case of EVR 
capability is not available, a potential CCE may be needed with one or a combination of the 
above notional habitat repair system(s) to put the habitat and crew back in a safe and nominal 
configuration (Guerster et al., 2018).  
Dependent on how the habitat is damaged, severity of the underlying conditions, and 
safety impacts to the crew, the repairs may require multiple EVA’s and methods. To compound 
the potential risks from an externally damaged 3D-printed habitat that would nominally provide 
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thermal and structural protection to the pressurized module(s) (e.g. rigid and/or inflatable), a 
damaged external structure proximal to a module from the side or above could collapse and 
endanger the lives of the crew and all contents within the modules. As performed on the ISS, the 
planetary outpost will perform similar emergency protocols, safe the crew, identify the problem, 
and determine the next appropriate actions with MCC. Potentially, a clever structural design (e.g. 
geometry, thickness, and penetration) could risk mitigate these types of failures.  
 
Figure 85. Artist Concept of 3D-Printed Habitat and Moon Base. Images: Foster + Partners / 
ESA 
 
This may also require a temporary mobile and deployable support, shield, or structure 
between the 3D-printed habitat and pressurized modules until an appropriate EVA habitat repair 
can be performed. If we can build these structures well in advance of crew arrival, additional 3D-
printed habitat structures may be constructed for storage or act as a spare structure to re-locate 




Figure 86. Artist Concept of 3D-Printed Habitat and Moon Base. Image: Center for Applied 
Space Technology and Microgravity (ZARM) 
The maintenance of 3D-printed habitats, stability aids, and associated tools must be 
evaluated for elevated repairs above the ground and over a habitat. Dependent on the design of 
the habitat support structure (e.g. load paths, ladders, handrails, etc.), translation and/or stability 
aids with fall restraints will be needed on these types of repair scenarios. For example, if the 3D-
printed habitat had roof damage that could not support the crewmember and risk the safety of 
crew within the pressurized modules, a mobile articulating and telescopic work platform or 
bucket lift similar to the ISS Space Station Remote Manipulator System (SSRMS) and 
Articulating Portable Foot Restraint (APFR) will be needed to support and stabilize the 




Figure 87. Notional ISRU 3DP Habitat with Pressurized Modules. Image: James Stoffel 
 
Figure 88. NASA Crewmember Riding SSRMS in APFR to Worksite. Image: NASA/ESA 
Additionally, a unique restraint and off-loading system will be needed to offset loads of 
the spacesuit in unique body positions that can cause injury to the crewmember as well. Some of 
the test subjects reported discomfort while leaning over the sub-scale habitat model during long 
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durations as shown previously in Figure 71. This is particularly interesting and useful in 
identifying and addressing other potential and unforeseen risk of injury and compromised 
performance due to EVA operations. Some of these contributing EVA factors include resources, 
environment, quality of procedures, and physical state (Chappell, Norcross, et al., 2017). If the 
crewmember was in a prone position over the habitat near the end of the mission where muscle 
degradation has set in place, difficulty in supporting oneself with the spacesuit could potentially 
cause injuries in contact areas yet to be completely understood in our new spacesuits (e.g. xEMU 
and beyond). Additionally, EVA hazards due to habitat repairs will need to be further evaluated 
for any given environments and designs. Such hazards would include sharp edges, touch 
temperatures, contamination, electrical shock, inspection hardware (e.g. lasers ,sensors, etc.), 
crew return, structural failure (e.g. Habitat RMS), loss of control (e.g. rover, HRMS), loss of 
EVA tools, collision of spacesuit (e.g. xEMU) with habitat, and more yet to be determined 
requirements (Stewart, 2007).  
CHAPTER 9: FUTURE RESEARCH 
This novel study was conducted in a 10-month period with data collection occurring 
during UND’s ILMAH missions, NEEMO 23, and follow-on ILMAH EVA simulations. 
Because of the small and limited population of astronauts and astronaut-like test subjects 
available, they were subjective to the pre-determined scheduled events and availability. To this 
day, only 578 astronauts have flown to space in history. It is inherently important to continue the 
research efforts and increase the data set for the hardware, materials, human factors, and 
operations to safely maintain sustainability in future planetary habitats.  
Of the observed and recorded metrics of acceptability, fatigue, workload, comparison of 
predicted and actual task completion times, and psychological processes of the habitat repairs, 
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additional HITL metrics including simulation quality and capability assessments could enhance 
the data collection and results. Additionally, laying out a long-term strategic plan that allows 
each test subject to perform repeated iterations of every type of repair method will provide an 
overall consensus rating and rank order of the repair methods, and a larger sample size that may 
elicit different results.  
With the above stakeholders already making great strides in developing 3D-printed 
habitats, future collaborative efforts in testing high fidelity sub-scale and full-scale regolith 
habitats will contribute to a better understanding of the mechanics, materials, integration, 
assembly,  maintainability, and human factors of these habitats. Utilizing existing R&D testing 
environments such as UND’s ILMAH, a small inflatable module (e.g. Bigelow Expandable 
Activity Module (BEAM) on the ISS) can be attached while collaborating with other research 
teams who have regolith 3D-printers to build prototype habitat structures for evaluation as 
shown in Figure 89. The development and enhancements of these technologies and operations 
will benefit humankind on and off this Pale Blue Dot we call home.  
 
Figure 89. CAD Representation of Added Small Inflatable Habitat with Modular Prototype 3DP 





Lastly, a novel secondary research endeavor was taken with the Lunar and Martian sub-
scale 3D-printed regolith habitats on NEEMO Mission 23. Both habitats were also 3D-printed 
scaffolds emulating coral calcium carbonate skeletons with materials used in a previous oyster 
reef, oolitic (oolite) sand cast as its base, and installed at Conch Reef next to Aquarius Reef 
Base. These coral habitats look to study alternate and/or hybrid solutions for coral restoration via 
3D-printed biomimetic habitats utilizing ISRU or similar materials. These habitats will 
investigate promoting coral larvae settlement, community growth, and protective habitats for 
various marine species while utilizing biomimetic geometric structures, textures, colors, material 
selection, and advanced manufacturing. Lastly, these habitats can also be assembled into larger 
reef sub-systems at full scale. 
SECONDARY OBJECTIVE ANTICIPATED RESULTS 
Due to the diverse marine life currently at ARB, it is expected that within 24 hours a 
varied size of fish species will take shelter in the coral heads as shown in Figure 90 below. By 6 
months various forms of marine life (fish, invertebrates, plants, and hopeful coral polyps) will 
have taken to the coral heads on a permanent basis. By 12 months and onward, coral polyps are 
expected to have settled and begun to build upon the coral head with new calcium carbonate 
deposits and colony growth.  
As of the first day in less than 6 hours, marine life had inhabited the Lunar Habitat shown 
in Figure 91. With follow-on research, adjustments can be made to the coral habitat and new 
iterations of the lessons learned from carefully designed artificial reef structures through 
biomimicry will continue to provide better habitable structures at our reefs, on other worlds, and 




Figure 90. 3DP Sub-scale Lunar, Martian, and Coral Regolith Habitats Near ARB. Image: 
NASA NEEMO 23 / James Stoffel 
 
Figure 91. One of two 3DP Regolith Habitat’s Near ARB Inhabited by Marine Life <6 hours. 
Image:  NASA NEEMO 23 
CHAPTER 10: CONCLUSION 
While utilizing the University of North Dakota’s ILMAH and NEEMO’s as our Earth 
and space exploration & science analog environments, further understanding and advancements 
of ISRU additive manufacturing, and EVA tools & operations can be gained in efficiencies and 
adaptation to various planetary extreme environments. Furthermore, developing a planetary 
habitat based on current knowledge in terrestrial and aerospace structures, while investigating 
the capability and requirements for an EVA habitat repair will become crucial in mission 
success. Whichever AM, AC, and/or combination of methods and technologies used; it is 
suspected that we will need more than one method for repairing a 3D-printed habitat. Replacing 
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a tile may seem generically a simple approach, but the size, fragility, and integrated design can 
bring complexity to manufacturing and habitat repair unless thoughtfully designed. From a 
general terrestrial emergency or contingency repair approach, many temporary repair methods 
are used such as a patch or cover (i.e. band-aid, duct-tape, epoxy putty, etc.) until a suitable 
repair and/or replacement can be performed. From the EVA operations perspective, the future 
designs of these structures, hardware, and tools will need to be reliable, risk mitigate injury, be 
efficient, provide reduced workload, potentially upgradeable, maintainable, flexible, compatible, 
and trainable (Kanelakos, 2020). The scalability of the potential damage to a habitat will also 
drive the design of the habitat, interfaces, support hardware, tools, and concept of operations. 
Nevertheless, the capability to do temporary or permanent habitat repairs via crewmembers will 
need to be established.  
This paper was not a conglomeration of exact solutions, but a baseline novel open 
discussion and potential plausible solutions to understand our current history, standards, 
philosophies, methods, tools, and concept of operation for terrestrial habitat infrastructure and 
apply it to our extra-terrestrial habitats going back to the Moon and onward to Mars. 
Additionally, understanding these resources and history will highlight and assist in these 
questions and plausible solutions for the survivability, operability, and maintainability of 3D-
printed planetary habitats. Though the above CCE scenario is not definitive of any planetary 
habitat design, 3D-printed ISRU habitats are highly favored for sustained human space 
exploration with ongoing research and efforts. Many of these failures will be risk mitigated in 
the overall and subsystem architectures with redundancy but will still face the challenge of 
humans never landing on Mars yet and we’ve yet to establish a fixed habitat or base on the 
surface of the moon. But with the experiences we discover with ISS, HRP, analogs, simulations, 
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and future missions to the Moon (which are a lot closer to Earth for development), we can 
develop and improve those operations and technologies to best meet our Human Planetary 
Exploration Endeavors (Johnson & Buffington, 2017).   
 





APPENDIX A: ACRONYMS 
3DP  Three-Dimensional Printing / 3D Printed 
3DCP  3D Concrete Printing 
ACES  Automated Construction of Expeditionary Structures 
AC  Additive Construction 
AM  Additive Manufacturing 
APFR  Articulating Portable Foot Restraint 
ASU  Arizona State University 
ATHLETE All-Terrain Hex-Limbed Extra-Terrestrial Explorer 
CAD  Computer Aided Design 
CAPCOM Capsule Communicator 
COTS  Commercial Off the Shelf 
CCE  Critical Contingency EVA 
CMU  Concrete Masonry Unit 
DDM  Direct Digital Manufacturing 
DMLS  Direct Metal Laser Sintering 
DLP  Digital Light Processing 
EBM  Electronic Beam Melting 
EVA  Extravehicular Activity 
EVR  Extravehicular Activity Robotic 
ESA  European Space Agency 
FDM  Fused Deposition Modeling 
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FIU  Florida International University 
GSE  Ground Support Equipment 
GSFC  Goddard Space Flight Center 
HAB  Habitat 
HRMS  Habitat Remote Manipulator System 
HDPE  High-density Polyethylene 
HEOMD Human Exploration and Operations Mission Directorate 
HITL  Human in The Loop 
ILMAH Inflatable Lunar Mars Analog Habitat 
IRB  Institutional Review Board 
ISRU  In-Situ Resource Utilization 
JSC  Johnson Space Center 
JPL  Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
KG  Knowledge Gaps 
SD  Standard Deviation 
SLA  Stereolithography Apparatus 
SLS  Selective Laser Sintering 
SLM  Selective Laser Melting 
LEO  Low Earth Orbit 
LM  Layered Manufacturing 
LDPE  Low-density Polyethylene 
LOM  Laminated Object Manufacturing 
LPI  Lunar Planetary Institute 
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LRO  Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter 
NASA  National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
ME  Material Extrusion 
MCC  Mission Control Center 
NEEMO NASA Extreme Environment Mission Operations 
NextSTEP Next Space Technologies for Exploration Partnerships 
OCTA  Oscillating Cutting Tool Adapter 
OPS  Operations 
OPM  Oscillations Per Minute 
PCA  Portland Cement Association 
PI  Principal Investigator 
PSRs  Permanently Shadowed Regions 
PGT  Pistol Grip Tool 
PBF  Powder Bed Fusion 
M-PGT Multipurpose PGT 
QDA  Qualitative Data Analysis 
RM  Repair Method 
RP  Rapid Prototyping 
R&R  Remove and Replace 
RMS  Remote Manipulator System 
SKG  Strategic Knowledge Gaps 
SME  Subject Matter Expert 
SSRMS Space Station Remote Manipulator System 
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STL  Standard Tessellation Language 
UND  University of North Dakota 
USRA  Universities Space Research Center  
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APPENDIX B: EXAMPLE TIMELINE, TOOL CONFIG, & PROCEDURES 
 
Figure 93. Example Summary Timeline and EVA Tool Configuration for Habitat Repair. 
 




Figure 95. Example EVA Cribsheet for Habitat Repair. 
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